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Developing a

method for

on-farm decision

making

support decisions

which can have

costly ramifications

ing an AI sire for mating a cow in
heat will be (or should be) differenr
than the considerations and re-
sources used before making major
decisions, such as adopting a new
feeding system or altering a vaccina-
tion program.

In many cases farmers rely on ca-

sual observations or experience to
make decisions. Social scientists
have profiled farmers to show that
the learning style of many farmers
relies heavily on past experience or
trial-based learning. In other
words, farmers learn from first-hand
experience.

This method, therefore, works
well for regular tasks such as the
cow in heat or knowing when the
best time to cut this year's corn
silage will be. It relies on informa-
tion and experience gained from
previous times when you have
encountered similar situations.
Lessons learned first-hand in previ-
ous years or how you parents or
relatives did it in the past will be
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FonowtNc e nrcsNr herd
health visir, a producer
showed me some literature a

feed representative had left
behlnd for my client to re-
view. The feed salesnran was
promoting a new product
which guaranteed to increase
production as well as im-
prove reproductive efficien-
cy. The farmer was of course
intrigued, but remained
skeptical enough to solicit
my opinion.

We all face decisions in
our daily lives on a regular
basis. While many of these
decisions are benign and rou-
tine, a large number of deci-
sions on the dairy farm can
have significant implications
or repercussions. How we
consider these decisions and
what inflormation we use in
evaluating these choices is

important to the success of
our operations.

With today's larger dairy farms,
decision-making is an ever-impor-
tant part of the farm manager's job.
Small decisions can cost large sums

of money, or can also result in large
profits if decisions to include new
technology prove successful. In de-
cision-making, there are two partic-
ular risks.

Firstly, the decision to do some-
thing that proves wrong is a serious
choice that can prove expensive. In
addition, it can take years to un-do
a bad ludgment. Also as serious is
the decision to nor do something.
By missing a new technology or
technique producers lose the
chance to profit from this advance.
By considering data carefully and
thoughtfully you can reduce the risk
of these errors.

Farmers use a variety of tech-
niques to consider a situation and
develop an action plan. In most cas-
es the technique employed will de-
pend on the situation at hand. The
thought process involved in choos-
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Detision making

important in guiding you decision.
Another common example of this

type of decision'making is farm-to-
farm comparisons. Employing new
techniques that your neighbors use

because they prove successful can
prove problematic. Since nor all
farms are not created equal
extrapolating success on one opera-

tion does not always result in success

on another.

Management conditions, feed
quality, labor availability or other
circumstances vary from farm to
farm. Because of these factors only
large differences can be detected
when making comparisons between
farms.

Sales people will often quote an

improvement noted on a particular
farm when talking with farmers. It is

important to remember that because

all farms are different and pose their
own unique challenges this does not
mean a particular change will be as

successful with you.

Often companies will set up small
trials to help show how a particular
product will perform. Seed compa-
nies post signs at the end of a field to
show how well particular varieties
have performed.

While seeing this performance
first-hand can be important this
evidence-based approach can be

misleading as well. Variations
between farms are often great and
can lead to different results on your

operation.

Benchmarking is the comparison
of your herd to another group to
identify strengths and weaknesses.

In these cornparisons it is often easy

to see differences in performance
quite easily. For example, comparing

farm units

larger; decisions

an increasingly

nt role.

your herd to other herds listed in the
annual DHI Progress Report could
show how well your cows milk next
to a neighboring herd or rhe top
herd in the province.

Such comparisons can be interest-
ing and can be a useful way to moni.
tor performance, but any time bench-

marking data is used it is important to
know that correct and accurate data
was used. In other words, be sure we

are comparing apples and apples.

Otherwise subtle but imporrant differ-
ences could arise making the compar-

ison inaccurate. Therefore caution
should be used to not put too much
weight into benchmarking as a way ro

make decisions.

Decisions can also be made based

on data generated from field trials.
This type of decision varies greatly
from other types we have discussed

thar rely on experience or intuition.
Instead consideration is given to
research trials which show
differences arising from a particular
feed ingredient, for example. In
many instances this data is conduct-
ed in university settings to provide
reliable, unbiased data.

SomeLimes research is done on
working farms thereby generating
data hlghly relevant to our industry.
In either case the comparison of
groups which vary only by one or
two factors allows us to see the

effects of a particular factor on that
group. Much of the data we see in
published reports or advertisements
is generated in this way.

Advisors such as veterinarians or
feed representatives review
literature like this regularly, so even
if you may not read such reports
those who propose new technology
to your operation do.

There are a variety of techniques
for considering data and making
decisions on the dairy farm.
Decisions are something we are

faced with on a regular basis.

Intuition and experience are impor-
tant factors in making decisions.
However the use of evidence-based

information to make decisions is

also important. Demonstrations
that show differences first-hand,
benchmarking or relevant scientific
experimentation are all important
sources of information to formulate
decisions as well.

When considering such informa-
tion a healthy dose of skepticism can
be needed. Understand that sales-

people can come with a particular
level of bias, but be open-minded
enough to embrace new technology.

As our farm units become larger,

decisions take on an increasingly
important role. A small decision can
have large economic impacts.
Consider all information at hand
carefully, consult with other
informed people and be willing to
experiment. Above all, establish a

method for decision making on your

farm. Your hunch is no lonser
enoush." AAh/4-

The writer is a large animal practicioner with Linwood

Veterinary Services and is an executive member of the

0ntario Association of Bovince Practicioners
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